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1. Ofwat Financial Model 

We have populated the Ofwat financial model and used it to model the notional company 

and populate the related business plan tables. 

We have used our own internal financing model to model the actual company due to the 

complex nature of our borrowings and financial instruments. The internal model models 

each financial instrument individually to ensure that its interest, indexation and cash 

repayments are appropriately represented. The Ofwat financial model financing calculations 

do not calculate interest in sufficient detail to accurately represent the interest income and 

expense for the actual company. 

2. Model versions 

We have submitted two version of the Ofwat financial model: 

1. PR19 Ofwat Financial Model CLEAN PR19-14h_WSH.xls which is a clean copy of the 

financial model downloaded from the Ofwat website and populated unchanged with our 

inputs. 

2. PR19 Ofwat Financial Model PR19-14h_WSH.xls which is a version of the financial model 

downloaded from the Ofwat website and the calculations amended for a number of 

issues with the calculation in the model outlined in points 1- 7 in section 4 below. We 

have used this version of the model to populate the Business Plan Tables listed in section 

3 below. 

3. Business Plan Tables 

We have used the Ofwat financial model to populate the following business plan tables: 

 App7; 

 App10 Block A (Financial ratios - Notional capital structure); 

 App11a; 

 App12a; 

 App15a; 

 WR3 Block A; 

 WN3 Block A; 

 WWN5 Block A;  

 Bio 4 Block A; and 

 R7. 
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4. Remaining issues with the Ofwat Financial model 

The letter to regulation directors date 16 August 2018 highlighted a number of outstanding 

issues with the financial model.   

Point 4 of the Appendix – financial modelling query responses recommended shifting the 

input back one year for the floating rate debt  leaving the business plan tables unchanged. 

We have followed this guidance and amended the F_Inputs sheet in the model accordingly. 

In addition to the issues outlined in the letter to regulation directors. We have identified a 

number of other issues with the financial model: 

1. Business Retail gross margin calculation; 

In the final determination of business retail price controls (PR16), the revenue allowed 

for our contestable business customer group (Tariff Band 2) was set using a gross 

margin, it was in accordance with the following formula: 

R = gm x w 

where:  

gm =the allowed gross margin (expressed as a percentage) 

w = the wholesale revenue 

The gross margin calculations in the financial model do not calculate the gross margin 

consistently with the PR16 allowance.  

The change needed to correct this for this Tariff Band is:  

‘Retail_business’ – row 358 

 

(column reference to change in each year) 

 

Without the change to the Business Retail gross margin calculation, our company 

revenues would be understated by the following amounts: 

 31 Mar 21  31 Mar 22  31 Mar 23  31 Mar 24  31 Mar 25  

 £m £m £m £m £m 

Appointee Revenue - CLEAN model 759.113 781.037 803.971 828.332 852.958 

Appointee revenue - adjusted model 759.893 781.843 804.805 829.198 853.855 

difference 0.781 0.806 0.834 0.866 0.897 

 

An alternative to changing the formula in row 358 of the Retail_Business Tab, is to 

change the inputs on the F_Inputs tab. They can be adjusted as follows to calculate the 

same margin for Tariff Band 2. 

 

Ofwat formula = (L325 / (1 - L347)) * L336 

Adjusted formula =L347*L146/L381+L34 
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 Cell reference Original input 
(as per R4 BPT) 

Amended 
input 

Margin type – Tariff band 2 F_Inputs Y404 Gross Net 

Net margin percentage – Tariff band 2  F_Inputs O32, P32, Q32, R32, 
S32 

0% 3.1917% 

 

2. RoRE calculations; 

There are a number of issues with the calculations on the RoRE_calc tab. These are not 

critical to the operation of the model. However the changes are required to appropriately 

calculate the RoRE range of the upside and downside cases to the business plan. 

2.1 RoRE Costs including uncertainty mechanism - upside case – WR 

The upside case for water resources costs is linking to the water trading export cost on the 

InpActive tab instead of the Costs including uncertainty mechanism lines. 

 

The change needed to correct this is:  

Row 352 - Costs including uncertainty mechanism - RoRE adjustment to net profits - upside 

case - WR 

 

 

2.2 RoRE Costs including uncertainty mechanism - downside case – WR 

The downside case for water resources costs is linking to the water trading export cost on 

the InpActive tab instead of the Costs including uncertainty mechanism lines. 

 

The change needed to correct this is:  

Row 364 - Costs including uncertainty mechanism - RoRE adjustment to net profits - 

downside case - WR 

Ofwat formula = InpActive!L$1794 

Adjusted formula = InpActive!L$1796 

 

2.3 Retail earnings after tax 

The Retail earning in the base case has been amended to include all Retail earnings (the 

original included only Residential Retail earnings). This change was made in the final 

published model. However the retail earnings in upside and downside cases for the 

scenarios were not amended.  

The changes needed to correct this are:  

Rows 1462, 1479, 1498, 1514, 1532, 1548, 1569, 1585, 1603 and 1618 ‘Earnings after tax 

(EAT)’ 

 

Ofwat formula = FinStat_Residential!L$20 

Adjusted formula = FinStat_Retail!L$25 

 

 

Ofwat formula = InpActive!L$1793 

Adjusted formula = InpActive!L$1795 
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2.4 RoRE Revenue - downside case for Bio resources 

The downside case for Bio resources is linking to the upside case adjustment 

 

The change needed to correct this is:  

Row 1512 - Total Base RoRE (revenue sensi adjusted) downside case – BR 

 

Ofwat formula = L$1022 

Adjusted formula = L$1034 

 

3. Adjusted Interest cover ratio (alternative); 

As detailed in the appendix to the letter to regulation directors dated 16 August 2018, there 

is an issue on the excess fast money adjustment in the adjusted interest cover ratio. 

The change needed to correct this is:  

Analysis_Appointee - Row 178 

 

 

 

4. Check error  -  Fin Stat Appointee 

We believe that there is an issue with the operation of the check error in Row 140 of 

Finstat_Appointee. The calculation does not take account of the dividends paid. 

 

The change needed to correct this is:  

 

 

 

We have amended the calculations in an alternative version of the financial model “PR19 Ofwat 

Financial Model PR19-14h_WSH.xls”. We have used this amended version of the financial model 

to populate the PR19 Business Plan Tables listed in section 3 above. To populate App 10 Block A 

we have excluded the post financeability adjustments from the model using the switch in cell 

F1184 on the InpOverride tab. 

We have not made any changes to the model or its inputs for points 2,3 and 5 in the appendix of 

the letter to regulation directors data 16 August 2018. 

 

 

Ofwat formula = FinStat_Wholesale!L$11 

Adjusted formula = -FinStat_Wholesale!L$11 

Ofwat formula = IF((ABS(L137) - ABS(SUM(L138:L139))) > CHK_TOL, 1, 0) 

Adjusted formula = IF((L137 + SUM(L138:L139)+L24) > CHK_TOL, 1, 0) 


